ANNUAL HOLIDAY CONCERT

FEATURING:
UGA Symphony Orchestra
Hodgson Singers
University Chorus & Glee Clubs
Jazz Trio
Jazz Sextet
British Brass Band

Underwritten by Billy Barstow
in memory of Dolly Barstow
POSTCARD FROM MOROCCO

an opera by Dominick Argento

Friday, February 24 at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 26, at 3 p.m.

UGA Fine Arts Theatre
255 Baldwin St.
Athens, GA 30602

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN JANUARY!
music.uga.edu
ANNUAL HOLIDAY CONCERT

Underwritten by Billy Barstow in memory of Dolly Barstow

Thursday, December 1, 2022 at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, December 2, 2022 at 7:30 p.m.

Hugh Hodgson Concert Hall, UGA Performing Arts Center

PRODUCTION STAFF

James Sewell
Amy Pollard
Graf von Imhoff
Emily Delaney Eddington
Shaun Baer

Production and Events Manager
Associate Director of Performance
Lighting Designer
Stage Manager
HHSOM Director of Public Relations

Presented as part of our Thursday Scholarship Series

The Thursday Scholarship Series began in 1980 and continues the tradition of “Music Appreciation Programs” started by Hugh Hodgson in the 1930s. Proceeds from ticket sales to these concerts and contributions made by you are the primary means through which School of Music scholarship funds are raised each year.
University Choir and Glee Clubs

A Winter Day:  
1. Timid Star (text: Sarah Teasdale (1884–1933))  
4. A Winter Day (Text: Lucy Maud Montgomery (1874–1942))  
Gabriella McClellan, cello; Min-Chen Lee, piano

Ocho Kandelikas  
*Featuring guitarists from Men’s Glee Club*  
(Hebrew)  
Flory Jagoda  
arr. Joshua Jacobson

UGA Symphony Orchestra

Prelude to Hansel & Gretel  
Fantasia on Greensleeves  
Sleigh Ride  
Engelbert Humperdinck (1854–1921)  
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872–1958)  
Leroy Anderson (1908–1975)

Hodgson Singers

Avinu Malkeinu  
Rose Over the Rainbow  
Claudia Beroukhim (b. 2001, BMus Comp/Theory ‘23)  
Based on works by Harold Arlen and Michael Praetorius  
Arr. Richard Bjella

Jazz Trio

Charlie Brown Christmas: Skating  
Charlie Brown Christmas: Christmas Time Is Here  
Charlie Brown Christmas: What Child Is This?  
Charlie Brown Christmas: Linus & Lucy  
Vince Guaraldi

Jazz Sextet

Winter Wonderland  
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas  
written by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blaine  
music by Felix Bernard  
lyrics by Richard Bernhard Smith

British Brass Band

“Australian Christmas Carols + Singalong”  
Various Composers

*There will be a twenty-minute intermission.*
UPCOMING UGA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCES

Thursday Scholarship Series: Concerto Competition Performance
Thursday, January 26, 2023

UGA Symphony Orchestra Concerts
Wednesday, February 22, 2023
Thursday, March 30, 2023

All performances will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Hugh Hodgson Concert Hall, UGA

UPCOMING UGA JAZZ AND BRASS ENSEMBLES PERFORMANCES

British Brass Band, Thursday, March 2 at 7:30 p.m.
Jazz Ensembles, Wednesday, April 5 at 7:30 p.m.

All performances will be in Ramsey Hall, UGA PAC

SPRING SEASON SUBSCRIPTION

Welcome back to our first full year of concerts, events, and other performances at the Hugh Hodgson School of Music. We are so thrilled to be able to offer you such incredible music throughout the year. Tickets for our spring season will be going on sale in January, and include some amazing performances from the UGA Symphony Orchestra, UGA Wind Ensemble, and so many more.

Please visit music.uga.edu in January for more events and to purchase tickets!

UPCOMING UGA CHORAL PERFORMANCES

Combined Choirs
Monday, February 20, 2023

Thursday Scholarship Series: Hodgson Singers
Thursday, March 16, 2023

University Choir and Glee Clubs
Tuesday, March 28, 2023

All performances will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Hugh Hodgson Concert Hall, UGA PAC
## The University of Georgia Symphony Orchestra

### Violin I
- Rachel McClellan, co-concertmaster
- Cristobal Provoste, co-concertmaster
- Carlos Gastanadui, assistant principal
- Molly Schneider
- Andre Araujo de Souza
- Alexis Boylan
- Paulo Batschauer
- Ali Nebzhidovskaia
- Sarah Niehiser
- Lyu Lian
- Kiera Johnson
- Sageiana Codispoti
- Hyejun Kang
- Karen Lee
- Breenan Fravert
- Hanna Cho
- Sarah Ling
- Shazan Samnani

### Violin II
- Brian Roach, principal
- Sean Smith, assistant principal
- Garry Fulcher
- Chelsea Afful
- Olivia Durrence
- Frances Prager-Zarragoitia
- Presley G. Dale
- Akari K. Ino
- Surya Blasiole
- Lauren McClary
- Rohan R. Pise
- Hallie Meier
- Eileen J. Chong
- Annabel Shue
- Neha Gregory
- Lleyton Aguilar
- Gianna Dimuzio

### Viola
- Ava Cosman, co-principal
- Bryan Johnson, co-principal
- Rogelio Bonilla, assistant principal
- Anna Murphy
- Nina Nagarajan
- Mason Minutella
- Kailey Ford
- Jodie Stone
- Daniel Boscan
- Albert Chen
- Adam Starks
- Ashley Belcher
- Sophia Aiello

### Cello
- Gabriella McClellan, principal
- Juwon Lim, assistant principal
- Thomas LaMon, associate principal
- Ian Koontz
- Zachary Helms
- Joshua Aderhold
- William Slater
- Jacob Moebes
- Zoe Nixon
- Kemp McArthur
- Charlton Hills

### Bass
- Leonardo L. Lopes, principal
- Wueliton Zanellato Dal Pont, assistant principal
- Ricardo Karelisky Deho, associate principal
- Bianca Wilson
- Evan Smallwood
- Swathi Ramaswamy
- Peyton Lightcap
- Dennis Smallwood

---

**Mark Cedel**, conductor

**Pyeongkang Park**, assistant conductor
FLUTE
Yinzi Zhou, principal
Lucy Rubin
Rachel Lee

OBOE
Jacob Hill, principal
Gracee Meyers
Alice McNett

CLARINET
Bailey Hume, principal
Emily Johnston

BASSOON
Casandra Roach, principal
Cindy Cheng
Dillon Causby

HORN
Jordan Chase, principal
Marianna Schwark
Jacob Evarts
Ian Cornellius
Cal Hughes

TRUMPET
Ting–Rui (Ray) Liang, principal
Alex Gifford
Jacob Landau
Andrew Morris

TROMBONE
Dalton Hooper, principal
Crews Owen
Cullen Findley

TUBA
Robert Boone

TIMPANI
Patrick Sorah

PERCUSSION
Miles Bell
Aaron Phillip
Camden Briggs

HARP
Evelyn Raphael

LIBRARIAN
Molly Schneider

PERSONNEL and PRODUCTION
Ricardo Karelisky Deho
THE UGA HODGSON SINGERS

Daniel Bara, conductor
John D. Boyd UGA Foundation Professor of Choral Music
Director of Choral Activities

Jieun Lee, Pianist

Daniel Shafer, assistant conductor

Matthew Taylor, Erika Tazawa Jenkins, assistant conductors

SOPRANOS
Olivia Livy Baxley
Presley Dale
Anna Floyd
Elizabeth Farrell
Kalissa Hernandez
Lauren LaBarre
Pryce Lofton
Waverly Noble
Alessandra Sayers
Avery Smith
Audrey Vazquez
Lili West

ALTOS
Maddie Alexander
Bee Catanzaro
Sophie Coffman
Olivia Crerie
Sadie Hammond
Erika Tazawa Jenkins
Abby McMillan
Ally Murari
Danielle Olivares
Bekah Rawle
Kathleen Sullivan
Marlee VanMullekom

TENORS
Zachary Andersen
Julien Berger
Spencer Kenyon
Garrett McCord
Andy Risley
Pierce Roberts
Daniel Shafer
Theo Schramm
Matthew Taylor
Brooks Todd
Ryan Ward
Demetreon Wells

BASSES
Joshua Dixon
John Drake
Tanner Dziedzic
Zack Hirsch
Hunter Mason
Barrett Meadows
Jack Perdue
Juntao Qiu
Jeff Unger
Miller Vaughn

A SPECIAL THANK YOU

We would like to thank Billy Barstow for underwriting this year’s Holiday Concert in memory of his wife, Dolly Barstow, who loved coming to this event.

We would also like to thank Santa Claus for taking the time during his busy season to lend a hand in conducting tonight’s concert.

We also want to thank all of you, our wonderful patrons, for supporting music performance and education. Your continued support is greatly appreciated.
Sarah Frook Gallo, conductor
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JAZZ TRIO

Michael Solomon – Piano
Sam Sheffield – Bass
Patrick Sorah – Drums

JAZZ SEXTET

Michael Solomon – Piano
Sam Sheffield – Bass
Patrick Sorah – Drums
Ramon Zamudio – Trumpet
Wyatt Dover – Bass Trombone
Joe Himmelberg – Alto Saxophone

BRITISH BRASS BAND

Philip Smith, band leader
SPRING INTO MUSIC!

SCHOLARSHIP SERIES SUBSCRIPTION

SPRING 2023